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As an attractive means of expanding mobile network capacity, heterogeneous network is regarded as an important direction of
mobile network evolution. To increase the capacity of, for example, hot spots, a typical scenario in heterogeneous network is that
the coverage areas of low power nodes (LPNs) are overlapped with macrocell. To increase the utilization of small cells generated
by LPNs, cell range extension (CRE) is used to extend the coverage of the small cells by adding cell speci
c o�set (CSO) to small
cells during cell selection procedure. 	e value of CSO, however, needs to be set carefully. In this paper, the capacity of users in
macrocells, users in small cells, and users in range extension areas is analyzed thoroughly in conditionswith andwithoutCRE. Based
on the analysis, an adaptive CSO updating algorithm is proposed. 	e proposed algorithm updates the CSO value periodically
by predicting the overall capacity and a new CSO value is selected which can give the optimal overall capacity. 	e proposed
algorithm is evaluated by system-level simulations. Simulation results indicate that the proposed algorithm can ensure a nearly
optimal performance in all tested tra�c load situations.

1. Introduction

A heterogeneous network is typically composed of multiple
radio access technologies, transmission solutions, and base
stations of varying transmission power [1]. To meet the
increasing tra�c demands and ful
lling users’ high expec-
tations for mobile broadband, heterogeneous network has
been included in the evolution version of long-term evolu-
tion (LTE) radio access technology, named LTE-advanced,
in the third generation partnership project (3GPP) [2, 3]
togetherwith higher ordermultiple input andmultiple output
(MIMO) [4], carrier aggregation (CA) [5], and coordinated
multipoint transmission and reception (CoMP) [6].

In a heterogeneous network, one typical scenario is that
the coverage area of the low power nodes (LPN) and macro-
cells are overlapped with each other. Considering the case
that themacrocell’s carrier frequencies are reused throughout
the network, the interference between macrocells and LPNs
is a very essential issue which needs to be considered in

order to optimize the network performance and end-user
experience especially with cell range extension (CRE) of
LPNs. Poorly planned LPNs location or con
guration not
only results in unsatisfactory experience in its coverage area
but also may cause performance degradation and overload
state in macrocell [7]. CRE was proposed in 3GPP in Release
10 [8] with the purpose to enlarge the coverage area of LPNs
and increase the served users in LPNs so as to explore the
system resource (e.g., power, spectrum) more e�ciently.

CRE is obtained by setting a cell selection o�set (CSO)
to LPNs during cell selection/reselection procedure so that
the end-user would select the LPN with the higher priority.
However, when extending the served area of LPNs, the users
that locate in the extended range could su�er from severe
interference from themacro base station due to the di�erence
between the transmit power of the macro base stations and
the LPNs. 	is is illustrated by Figure 1.

As discussed above, there is a trade-o� between the LPN
o�oading ratio and the user experienced interference in
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Figure 1: Illustration of cell range extension.

LPNs especially in the extended LPN range.	erefore, how to
properly set CSO is very necessary to be studied. In previous
investigations, CSOwas usually decided through simulations,
for example, in [9], and some 
xed value was proposed in
3GPP based on system-level simulations. However, simula-
tions cannot cover the varying situations in reality.	erefore,
it is necessary to discuss the optimal CSO setting from
theoretical point of view. In [10], a semianalytic tool for inves-
tigating the capacity and fairness of heterogeneous networks
with range extension was provided. With this tool, the sum
capacity and other metrics of interest can be evaluated as a
continuous function of the CRE. It is an important attempt
to optimize CSO setting through an analytical way than in
pure simulation. However, there are still some limitations
in [10]. Firstly, in the analysis the relationship between the
cell load and the signal to interference and noise ratio
(SINR) was not considered. Secondly, the load estimation
of each cell was simply through the number of users in
each cell, but the number of users may not be the most
suitable metric to directly represent the actual cell load.
For example, the tra�c volume of each user also plays an
important role in actual cell load. In [11], spectral e�ciency
was analyzed for heterogeneous network with CRE, and
the main conclusion was that the CRE biasing deteriorates
the outage and rate of the overall network by lowering the
SINR if assuming full queues at all base stations. However,
this assumption may not be true in reality and needs to be
relaxed as pointed out by [11]. Besides theoretical analysis,
considering the varying conditions in the real wireless net-
work, self-organizing network (SON) is a powerful tool to
adaptively adjust the network con
guration parameters to
realize self-optimizing [12–14]. In scenario of heterogeneous
network, SON is still an e�ective way to achieve network
self-con
guration and self-optimizing [15]. 	ere were some
attempts to use SON to adaptively adjust the CSO setting,
for example, in [16, 17]. In [16] an adaptive algorithm to
decide the CSO value was proposed based on the end-user
performance feedback. However, there are limitations with
the algorithm in [16]. Firstly, the number of users was used
to decide the load in each cell which is not accurate enough
in reality as pointed out. Secondly, it was proposed to use
cell edge user throughput and average user throughput as
inputs to the adaptation algorithm. However, both average
user throughput and cell edge user throughput cannot be
obtained from the network side directly. It requires feedback

from users and increases uplink signaling overhead. In [17],
the authors proposed an adaptive CRE controlling technique
that improves the cell edge user throughput in heterogeneous
network, in which UE can automatically choose an optimal
CSO from either CSOhigh or CSOlow. However, the setting of
CSOhigh and CSOlow was not su�ciently discussed.

In this paper, the capacity of users in macrocells, users
in small cells, and especially users in range extension areas is
analyzed thoroughly in conditions with and without CRE. In
the analysis, cell load is estimated based on the resource block
(RB) utilization ratio. Furthermore, the relationship between
cell load and SINR is considered in the analysis. Conditions to
achieve higher capacity by CRE are derived, respectively, for
users served bymacrocell and LPNs. Based on the analysis, an
adaptive CSO updating algorithm is proposed.	e proposed
algorithm updates the CSO value periodically by predicting
the overall capacity and a new CSO value is selected which
can give the optimal overall capacity.

2. Capacity Analysis with Cell Range Extension

In this section, the capacities of users in macrocells and in
small cells are analyzed especially for users in CRE region.
Users in CRE region refer to users whose serving cell changes
with CRE, for example, served by macrocell without CRE but
served by LPN with CRE.

In this paper, a mathematical framework for quantitative
investigation of self-optimizing wireless network (SON) [18,
19] is partly reused for the basis of the analysis.

(i) A network layout by network nodes, eithermacrocells
or LPNs, de
ning a cell � at the position ⃗��;

(ii) user equipment (UE) � located at position ⃗��: in
dynamic simulation the user positions can change
over simulation time;

(iii) UE � is served by cell � = �(�), where �(�) is the
connection function, and every user is connected
exactly to a single base station (BS);

(iv) a pathloss mapping, ��( ⃗��), de
ned by the positions
of user � relative to a cell �: the pathlossmapping takes
all position-dependent channel model e�ects into
account, for example, distance-dependent pathloss,
shadowing, and angle-dependent antenna patterns;

(v) a cell load ��, which de
nes the ratio of used resources
in LTE physical resource blocks (PRBs) to all available
resources in a given cell;

(vi) a transmit power 	� for cell � and thermal noise
.
Based on the above de
nitions, the SINR of user �,

denoted by ��, with serving cell �(�) can be written as

�� = 	�(�)��(�) ( ⃗��)
 + ∑� ̸= �(�) ��	��� ( ⃗��) . (1)

2.1.Mechanism forCell Range Extension. Typically, the served
area of a LPN is smaller than the served area of a macro base
station. 	is is in line with the criterion of cell selection. For
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cell selection, usually the UE measures the reference signal
received power (RSRP) from each cell and selects the serving
cell with the maximum received signal power as shown by� (�) = argmax

{�}
(RSRP�,�) = argmax

{�}
(	� ⋅ �� ( ⃗��)) . (2)

In (2), UE� selects cell c as its serving cell �(�) because the
RSRP from cell � is the maximum among the measurements
from di�erent cells.

In homogeneous network, the cell with the maximum
RSRP is usually the cell with the best path-gain to this
UE; however, in heterogeneous network where the deployed
base stations have di�erent transmit powers, the cell with
maximum RSRP may no longer be the cell with the best
path-gain to the UE. As shown in (2), the RSRP of user �
received from cell � is the transmit power of cell �multiplied
by path-gain (��) between cell � and user � (at the position⃗��). Considering a typical transmit power of macrocell and
picocell as 43 dBm and 30 dBm, respectively, only UE whose
path-gain to the picocell is 13 dB better than the path-gain to
macrocell can select the picocell as its serving cell. 	is leads
to a small number of served users in LPNs.

To cope with this issue, CRE is proposed for heteroge-
neous network in 3GPP.WithCRE, a cell speci
c bias, CSO, is
added to the measured RSRP during cell selection procedure
as shown in � (�) = argmax

{�}
(RSRP�,� + CSO�) . (3)

	eCSO value is usually zero formacrocell and a positive
value for a LPN.

2.2. Capacity Analysis with Cell Range Extension. Assuming
ideal link adaptation, which means that the most suitable
modulation and coding scheme (MCS) is selected according
to the SINR of user �, the achievable data rate can be
represented by the Shannon capacity as� (��) = log2 (1 + ��) . (4)

Here �(��) is the achievable data rate if user � is sched-
uled. Considering the normal case that more than one user is
connecting to the same cell and sharing the resource in the
same cell and by assuming a round robin scheduling strategy,
the achievable capacity can be represented by� (�) = (1 − ��(�)) log2 (1 + ��) , (5)

where��(�) is the load in the serving cell �(�). Intuitively, users
in a cell with high load (large ��) have lower probability to get
chance to be scheduled, and even if the SINR of this user is
good, the 
nal capacity is still not high.

2.2.1. Capacity Analysis for Users in CRE Region. In this sec-
tion, capacity of users in the CRE region is analyzed. For these
users, before a CSO value is applied, the serving cell of these
users is the macrocell, and a�er the CSO value is applied, the
serving cell of these users is the LPN.We analyze the capacity
change of these users with and without CRE.

Denote the capacity of user � in CRE region by �CRE(�).
For these users, the serving cell �(�) will change with and
without CRE. Represent the serving cell before applying CSO

as �(�)(�) and the serving cell a�er applying CSO as �(�)(�).
	e SINR of user � before applying CSO is �(�)�,CRE,

�(�)�,CRE = 	�(�)(�)��(�)(�) ( ⃗��)
 + ∑� ̸= �(�)(�) ��	��� ( ⃗��) . (6)

To facilitate further analysis, the interference from the
picocell, which is the serving cell a�er applying CSO, is
separated from the overall interference. 	erefore, the SINR
of user � before applying CSO is

�(�)�,CRE = 	�(�)(�)��(�)(�) ( ⃗��)
 + ∑� ̸= �(�)(�) ��	��� ( ⃗��)= (	�(�)(�)��(�)(�) ( ⃗��))
×(
 + ∑

� ̸= �(�)(�)
� ̸= �(�)(�)

��	��� ( ⃗��)
+ ��(�)(�)	�(�)(�)��(�)(�)( ⃗��))

−1

.
(7)

Suppose the SINR of user � a�er applying CSO is �(�)�,CRE;
�(�)�,CRE = 	�(�)(�)��(�)(�) ( ⃗��)
 + ∑� ̸=�(�)(�) ��	��� ( ⃗��) . (8)

With CRE, the received power from the previous serving
cell becomes the interference. Similarly, the interference from
the macrocell, which is the serving cell before applying CSO,
is extracted from the overall interference for analysis. 	e
SINR of user u a�er applying CSO could be written as

�(�)�,CRE = 	�(�)(�)��(�) ( ⃗��)
 + ∑� ̸= �(�) ��	��� ( ⃗��)= (	�(�)(�)��(�)(�) ( ⃗��))
×(
 + ∑

� ̸= �(�)(�)
� ̸= �(�)(�)

��	��� ( ⃗��)
+��(�)(�)	�(�)(�)��(�)(�) ( ⃗��)) .

−1

(9)
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Table 1: System evaluation assumptions and parameters.

Parameters Values/descriptions

Macro base station
deployment

19 3-sector cells with wrap-around

Site to site distance: 500m

Height: 40m above ground

Tx power: 46 dBm

LPN deployment

6 LPNs per macrocell on average

Height: 5m above ground

Tx power: 30 dBm

Cell radius: 30m

Propagation model ITU UMa [20]

Antenna model
Macro: 3GPP [21]

LPN: dipole

Transmission scheme SU-MIMO 2Tx 2Rx

Scheduler Proportional fair

Tra�c type Download

Number of users per
macrocell

75

User distribution Uniform or in hotspot

For a user in the cell range extension area, although the
selected serving cell is the picocell, the received power from
macro base station is still larger than received signal power
from picocell. 	is means that, for these users, it is true that	�(�)(�)��(�)(�) ( ⃗��) ≥ 	�(�)(�)��(�)(�) ( ⃗��) . (10)

Considering the most common case that the load in the
macrocell is not lower than that in the picocell, comparing
(7) and (9), it can be concluded that the UE who are “forced”
into picocells by range extension will su�er from lower SINR.
	at is �(�)�,CRE ≤ �(�)�,CRE. (11)

For example, Figure 2 clearly shows the SINR loss of users
in the cell range extension area. In Figure 2, the cell selection
o�set is 6 dB and more simulation settings can be found in
Table 1.

Based on the analysis of the change of SINRof users in cell
range extension region, the capacity of these users with and
without cell range extension is further analyzed. Suppose the

capacity of user � before and a�er applying CSO is �(�)CRE(�)
and �(�)CRE(�), respectively:�(�)CRE (�) = (1 − ��(�)(�)) log2 (1 + �(�)�,CRE) , (12a)�(�)CRE (�) = (1 − ��(�)(�)) log2 (1 + �(�)�,CRE) . (12b)

Comparing (12a) and (12b), it can be seen that although

the SINR is expected to be reduced (�(�)�,CRE ≤ �(�)�,CRE) for
users in CRE region a�er range extension, the capacity of
these users depends on the cell load of their serving cells as
well. If the cell load in the picocell is below the cell load in
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Figure 2: SINR of users in range extension area.

the macrocell by certain extent, although there is an expected
SINR loss, the capacity of users in the CRE region can still
expect an increase:

�(�)CRE (�) > �(�)CRE (�) , (13a)

(1−��(�)(�)) log2 (1+�(�)�,CRE) > (1−��(�)(�)) log2 (1+�(�)�,CRE) .
(13b)

	erefore, we can derive the theorem below to show the
condition that ensures a gain in capacity of users in CRE
region.

�eorem 1. 
e capacity of users in region of CRE can be
increased if and only if the cell load in the original serving
macrocell before CRE satis�es the inequality as below:

��(�)(�) > 1 − (1 − ��(�)(�)) log2 (1 + �(�)�,CRE)
log2 (1 + �(�)�,CRE) . (14)

Comparing the role of SINR and cell load in capacity,
it can be seen that the cell load linearly contributes to
the capacity while SINR contributes in logarithmic scale.
	erefore, the contribution from cell load plays an evenmore
important role in capacity than SINR does and needs to be
treated seriously.

To summarize, on one hand, for users in the CRE
region, usually the SINR decreases due to the suboptimal
received signal power and high interference from macrocell;
on the other hand, CRE may also bring bene
t in terms of
available resource (e.g., frequency, time, and power) to these
users. More resource to a user means, for example, more
opportunity to be scheduled by the network,which eventually
contributes to the user capacity.
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Suppose the total capacity of users in CRE region is�CRE,
and the number of users in the CRE region is
	; we have

�CRE = 
�∑
�=1
�CRE (�) . (15)

2.2.2. Capacity Analysis for Users inMacrocell. In this section,
the capacity of users who are served by the macrocell
consistently before and a�er range extension is analyzed. For
these users, although the serving cell is unchanged, the SINR
and capacity are impacted anyway by range extension.

Suppose the SINR of a user � in this case is represented
by ��,�;

��,� = 	�(�)��(�) ( ⃗��)
 + ∑� ̸= �(�) ��	��� ( ⃗��) . (16)

By applying range extension, more users are connected
to the picocell and the cell load in the picocell is expected
to increase. To facilitate the analysis, the interference from
picocell is separated from the total interference in (16).
Denoting the picocell as�, the SINRof user� can be rewritten
as ��,� = 	�(�)��(�) ( ⃗��)
 + ∑ � ̸= �(�) ��	��� ( ⃗��)

= 	�(�)��(�) ( ⃗��)
 + ∑ � ̸= �(�)
� ̸= �
��	��� ( ⃗��) + ��	��� ( ⃗��) . (17)

Denote the SINR of user � a�er CRE as ���,�. A�er
applying CRE, the received signal power from the serving
macrocell can be assumed to be unchanged if we assume
the user’s position does not change signi
cantly during the
time of handover execution.	e interference from other cells
except for the picocell can also be assumed to be unchanged
for simplicity. However, with CRE, the load in the picocell,���, is expected to increase (��� > ��). Consequently, the
interference from picocell will increase eventually. 	e SINR
of user � a�er CRE is then���,� = 	�(�)��(�) ( ⃗��)
 + ∑ � ̸= �(�)

� ̸= �
��	��� ( ⃗��) + ���	��� ( ⃗��) . (18)

	erefore, the SINR of users served by the macrocell will
decrease due to the increased interference from picocell,���,� < ��,�. (19)

Denoting the macrocell as� and the capacity of users in
macrocell as��(�), the capacity is determined by both SINR
of these users and the load situation in the macrocell:�� (�) = (1 − ��) log2 (1 + ��,�) . (20)

Denoting the capacity of user � a�er CRE as ���(�), we
have ��� (�) = (1 − ���) log2 (1 + ���,�) . (21)

It is desirable that, with CRE, the capacity of users stay in
macrocell could increase:��� (�) > �� (�) , (22a)(1 − ���) log2 (1 + ���,�) > (1 − ��) log2 (1 + ��,�) . (22b)

	erefore, we can derive the theorem as below to show the
condition that ensures a gain in capacity with CRE for users
stay in macrocell.

�eorem2. 
ecapacity of users inmacrocell can be increased
if and only if the cell load in themacrocell a�er CRE satis�es the
inequality as follows:

��� < 1 − (1 − ��) log2 (1 + ��,�)
log2 (1 + ���,�) . (23)

	eorem 2 shows that only when the cell load of macro-
cell decreases low enough to compensate for the loss in SINR,
the capacity of these users can increase.

More speci
cally, suppose the number of users in the
macrocell is 
�, the number of scheduled resource blocks
for each user � is NRB�, and the total number of available
resource blocks in the cell is NRBavail,�; then the macrocell
load �� is

�� = ∑
��=1NRB�NRBavail,�
. (24)

	erefore, the capacity of user � is
�� (�) = (1 − ∑
��=1NRB�NRBavail,�

) log2 (1 + ��,�) . (25)

	e number of scheduled resource blocks is usually a
function of SINR. Considering a typical tra�c type that is
named as constant bit rate (CBR) service as the example,

NRB� = ��� (��,�) ⋅ BW , (26)

where BW is the bandwidth of one PRB (e.g., in LTE system,
BW is 180 kHz) and �� is the demanded data rate of user �.
As shown in (4), �(�) is the achievable data rate that can be
estimated according to the Shannon capacity. 	erefore, the
capacity of users stay in macrocell is actually a function of
both SINRand the number of users inmacrocell. Considering
that the served user number linearly contributes to the
capacity while SINR contributes in logarithmic scale, from
the capacity of macrocell point of view, it is desirable to
handover more users out of macrocell. However, from the
overall capacity point of view, it is necessary to consider the
capacity change of both users stay in macrocell and users
stay in CRE region as well as users in picocell which we will
analyze in the following section.
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Suppose the total capacity of users in macrocell is��; we
have

�� = 
�∑
�=1
�� (�)

= 
�∑
�=1
(1 − ∑
��=1NRB�

NRBavail,�
) log2 (1 + ��,�) . (27)

2.2.3. Capacity Analysis for Users in Picocell. 	e capacity of
users served by picocell both before and a�er applying CRE is
analyzed similarly. For these users, although the serving cell
is unchanged, the SINR and capacity are eventually impacted
by range extension.

Suppose the SINR of a user � in this case is presented by��,;
��, = 	�(�)��(�) ( ⃗��)
 + ∑� ̸= �(�) ��	��� ( ⃗��) . (28)

To facilitate the analysis, the macrocell interference is
separated from the total interference in (28). Denoting the
macrocell as�, the SINR of user � can be rewritten as

��, = 	�(�)��(�) ( ⃗��)
 + ∑ � ̸= �(�) ��	��� ( ⃗��)
= 	�(�)��(�) ( ⃗��)
 + ∑ � ̸= �(�)

� ̸=�
��	��� ( ⃗��) + ��	��� ( ⃗��) . (29)

Denote the SINR of user � a�er CRE as ���,. Similar
to the analysis for users in macrocell, a�er applying CRE,
the received signal power from the serving picocell can be
assumed to be unchanged and the interference from other
cells except for the macrocell can also be assumed to be
unchanged for simplicity. However, with CRE, the load in the
macrocell, denoted by ���, is changed and usually the load in

macrocell is expected to be reduced (��� < ��). Consequently,
the interference from macrocell will decrease. 	e SINR of
pico user u a�er CRE is then

���, = 	�(�)��(�) ( ⃗��)
 + ∑ � ̸= �(�)
� ̸=�
��	��� ( ⃗��) + ���	��� ( ⃗��) . (30)

	erefore, the SINR of users served by picocell increases
due to the reduced interference, as���, > ��,. (31)

Denoting the picocell as � and the capacity of user� in picocell with and without CRE as ��(�) and ���(�),
respectively, then� (�) = (1 − �) log2 (1 + ��,) , (32)�� (�) = (1 − ��) log2 (1 + ���,) . (33)

To achieve capacity gain for users in picocell, that is,�� (�) > � (�) , (34a)(1 − ��) log2 (1 + ���,) > (1 − �) log2 (1 + ��,) . (34b)

	erefore, we derive the following theorem which states
the conditions for users in picocell to achieve capacity gain by
CRE.

�eorem 3. 
e capacity of users in picocell can be increased
if and only if the cell load in the picocell a�er CRE satis�es the
inequality as follows:

��� < 1 − (1 − �) log2 (1 + ��,)
log2 (1 + ���,) . (35)

From	eorem 3, it can be concluded that if the increased
cell load in picocell does not exceed the limit as shown in
inequality (35), the capacity of users in picocell can increase.
Otherwise, the capacity of the pico users would decrease.

Suppose the number of users in the picocell is 
, the
number of scheduled resource blocks for each user � is NRB�,
and the total number of available resource blocks in the
picocell is NRBavail,�. 	e picocell load �� is then

�� = ∑
��=1NRB�NRBavail,�
. (36)

And the picocell load a�er CRE is

��� = ∑
�+
��=1 NRB��
NRBavail,�

, (37)

where 
	 is the number of users in CRE region and NRB��
is the number of resource blocks of user � served by pico. As
shown in (26), the number of resource blocks of user�usually
depends on its SINR. According to the analysis, typically, the
SINR of users in CRE region would decrease while the SINR
of users in picocell would increase, which results in either
increased NRB or decreased NRB. However, considering the
increased number of served users,
	, the cell load in picocell
usually gets di�cult to satisfy the inequality of (35) and
results in a decreased capacity.

Suppose the total capacity of users in picocell is �; we
have

� = 
�∑
�=1
� (�)

= 
�∑
�=1
(1 − ∑
��=1NRB�

NRBavail,
) log2 (1 + ��,) . (38)

2.2.4. Overall Capacity. Summarizing capacity of users in
macrocell, in picocell, and in the CRE region, we can get the
overall capacity as�total = �� + � + �CRE. (39)
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From the analysis above, it can be observed that with
CRE the overall capacity not only depends on the change of
SINRs of users in macrocell, in picocell, and in CRE region
but also depends on the load situation and change in both
macrocell and picocell. CRE may not always give bene
t to
the overall capacity in the system. Considering an example
that if the tra�c load in macrocell is low and there are
enough radio resources that can be allocated to the served
users, the throughput of these users is consequently limited by
their channel conditions, that is, SINRs. In this case, forcing
these users into the picocell by CRE can further damage the
SINRs and consequently damage the users’ throughput. On
the other hand, if the tra�c load in macrocell is high and the
users’ throughputs are limited by the available radio resource,
handing over these users to LPN by CRE can improve the
users’ throughputs.

To get the optimal overall capacity, in the next section, an
adaptive algorithm to optimize theCSO setting via prediction
of overall capacity for di�erent CSO values is proposed.

3. Capacity Optimization Algorithm with
Adaptive Cell Range Control

In this section, an adaptive algorithm is proposed to optimize
the overall capacity by adjusting the CSO setting. In this
algorithm, the CSO setting is updated periodically. At each
update instance, the current CSO value is updated by a new
value if the predicted overall capacity can be increased by this
new attempting value.	e attemptingCSO setting is obtained
by increasing or decreasing a step to the current CSO. 	e
new CSO value which gives the best overall capacity is then
selected. 	e algorithm is described step by step as in below.

3.1. Step 1: User Grouping with Attempting CSO Settings.
Suppose CSO updating step is ΔCSO. At each update instance�, CSO value is updated based on current CSO value, CSO�−1,
whichwas set at time interval �−1.	e attemptingCSO value,
CSO�,att, is obtained by either increasing or decreasingCSO�−1
by the updating step ΔCSO, as

CSO�,att = CSO�,inc = CSO�−1 + ΔCSO, (40a)

CSO�,att = CSO�,dec = CSO�−1 − ΔCSO. (40b)

Based on the RSRP measurements from both macrocell
and picocell, for the attempted CSO setting, all of the users
can be divided into three groups.

Group 1.Macro users. 	ese users stay in the macrocell both
with the previous CSO setting and the new CSO setting:

RSRP�� + CSO�−1 ≤ RSRP�� ,
RSRP�� + CSO�,att ≤ RSRP�� . (41)

Group 2. Pico users.	ese users stay in the picocell both with
the previous CSO setting and the new CSO setting:

RSRP�� + CSO�−1 > RSRP�� ,
RSRP�� + CSO�,att > RSRP�� . (42)

Group 3. Users in CRE region. 	ese users will change their
serving cell with new CSO setting. Take the case that CSO is
increased as the following example:

RSRP�� + CSO�−1 ≤ RSRP�� ,
RSRP�� + CSO�,att > RSRP�� . (43)

On the basis of the user grouping, the capacities of users
in di�erent groups are predicted, respectively, and the overall
capacity is predicted consequently.

3.2. Step 2: Capacity Prediction with Attempting CSO Settings.
In step 2, the capacities of users in di�erent groups are
predicted, respectively, according to the predicted SINR and
cell load. More details can be found below.

3.2.1. Step 2.1: Capacity Prediction for Users in CRE Region.
To estimate the new capacity of users in CRE region, we need
to estimate the new SINR and predict the new cell load in
picocell and in macrocell.

Taking the case that the CSO is increased by a step as

example, to estimate the new SINR in picocell, �(�)�,CRE, we can
use�(�)�,CRE = RSRP(�)(RSRP(�)/�(�)�,CRE) + RSRP(�) − RSRP(�) . (44)

To estimate the new picocell load, we need to estimate the
required number of RBs according to the new SINR. For CBR
service, this can be estimated similarly to (26) by
� = ��� (�(�)�,CRE) ⋅ BW . (45)

For services other than CBR service, the new required
number of RBs can be estimated according to the relative rela-
tionship between the previous SINR in macrocell, previous
required number of RBs inmacrocell, and the predicted SINR
in picocell:


�new = 
�old ⋅ � (�(�)�,CRE)� (�(�)�,CRE) . (46)

Based on the prediction of the required number of RBs,
the new picocell load can be estimated by assuming the
required number of RBs is unchanged for other users in
picocell:

��new = ∑
��=1
� + ∑
��=1
�newNRBavail,�
. (47)
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Consequently, the new capacity of users newly added to
CRE region can be estimated according to the analysis in
Section 2.

3.2.2. Step 2.2: Capacity Prediction for Macro Users and Pico
Users. Formacro users, to predict the SINR of users with new
CSO, the picocell load with new CSO needs to be estimated.
	is can be achieved by method described in Step 2.1.

	e new cell load in macrocell can be simply estimated
by the new number of served users and assuming that the
required numbers of RBs for macro users are unchanged.

	e capacity of users in picocell can be estimated simi-
larly.

3.3. Optimal CSO Selection and Updating. 	e predicted
new capacities of users in di�erent groups are summed
together to get the overall predicted capacity. 	e predicted
overall capacity is then compared with current capacity. If the
estimated new capacity is larger than the current capacity, the
CSO is updated:

If � (CSO�,att) > � (CSO�−1) ,CSO� = CSO�,att. (48)

Otherwise, CSO keeps unchanged.
If the CSO is decreased by a step, the overall capacity

can be estimated similarly by reversing the calculation shown
above. If the new CSO value gives better predicted perfor-
mance, the CSO value is updated.

With the proposed adaptive algorithm, the CSO value is
adjusted according to the predicted overall capacity in both
macrocell and picocell. By selecting the most suitable CSO
value, the overall capacity is expected to be optimized.

4. Numerical Results

	e proposed adaptive CSO updating algorithm is evaluated
via system-level simulations. In this section the simulation
results are presented and discussed. 	e simulation assump-
tions and parameter settings are illustrated in Table 1.

Two typical scenarios are tested in the evaluation. In
scenario 1, the users are uniformly distributed in the entire
simulated area. LPNs are deployed randomly. In scenario 2,
LPNs are deployed in hotspot areas, and the hotspot areas
take nearly 60%of the users.	e base station deployment and
user distribution in two scenarios are illustrated in Figures 3
and 4. To have a clear view, only part of the simulated areas is
illustrated.

	e percentages of users belonging to macrocell or LPNs
in the two scenarios are illustrated in Figure 5 with di�erent
CSO settings. It can be observed that, when CSO setting
increases, the users belonging to LPNs increase. It can be
observed as well that the percentages of users belonging to
LPNs in hotspot scenario are much higher than in uniform
scenario.

Figure 6 shows the change of average cell load with
di�erent CSO settings in di�erent scenarios. In uniform
scenario, most of the users are in macrocells, and the load
in the macrocell is consequently quite high; the cell load in
picocell increases with the increase in the CSO setting. In
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Figure 3: Cell layout and user distribution in uniform scenario.
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Figure 4: Cell layout and user distribution in hotspot scenario.

hotspot scenario, the average cell load inmacrocells decreases
with the increase in CSO setting while the average cell load in
LPNs increases further with the increased CSO setting.

In Figure 7, the average sector throughput gain with
di�erent CSO settings is compared with the proposed adap-
tive algorithm for uniform scenario. 	e average sector
throughput with CSO = 0 dB is used as reference to obtain
the average sector throughput gain. It can be observed that, in
this scenario, a higherCSO setting is desirable to o�oadmore
users to LPNs. 	e proposed adaptive algorithm can achieve
the similar throughput to the throughput of the optimal CSO
setting.

In Figure 8, the average sector throughput gain with dif-
ferent CSO settings is compared with the proposed adaptive
algorithm in hotspot scenario.	e average sector throughput
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Figure 5: Connection ratio with di�erent CSOs.
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Figure 6: Cell load with di�erent CSOs.
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Figure 7: Average sector throughput gain in uniform scenario.
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Figure 8: Average sector throughput gain in hotspot scenario.

with CSO = 0 dB is used as reference to obtain the average
sector throughput gain. In this scenario, CSO of 10 dB is
desirable to balance the o�oading gain and SINR loss. 	e
proposed algorithm achieves the similar performance to the
optimal CSO setting.

In di�erent scenarios, the optimal CSO setting is di�er-
ent. However, the proposed adaptive algorithm can achieve
similar performance with the optimal CSO setting in both
scenarios.

5. Conclusion

As an attractivemeans of expandingmobile network capacity,
heterogeneous network has been included in LTE-advanced.
Cell range extension is an important feature in heterogeneous
network to improve the utilization of the resource of low
power nodes. However, the users in the cell range extension
area usually su�er from high interference from macrocells.
To avoid the unnecessary interference, it is desirable to
carefully consider the optimal cell selection o�set value. In
this paper, the capacity of users in macrocell and small cells
is analyzed thoroughly. 	e conditions to improve capacity
via cell range extension are derived, respectively, for users
both in macrocell and in small cell. Based on the analysis, an
adaptive small cell coverage control algorithm is proposed.
With the proposed adaptive algorithm, the cell selection
o�set is updated periodically based on the prediction of the
overall system capacity.	e algorithm is evaluated by system-
level simulations, and the results indicate that, with the
proposed algorithm, a nearly optimal system performance
can be achieved in all tested load cases.
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